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A Salute To Dan Gurney
Congratulations to Dan Gurney on receiving the Edison-Ford Medal!
Submitted By The Henry Ford Museum
The Henry Ford Museum paid tribute to
racing legend Dan Gurney on Wednesday,
October 30th, during a special ceremony
at Henry Ford Museum, awarding him the
Edison-Ford Medal for his ingenuity and
lifetime of innovative achievements.

Gurney is also
tied to several
automobiles
that are part of
The Henry
Ford’s world
premier autoThe Edison-Ford Medal is designed to
motive collechonor those who fully leverage the cretion, including
ative, innovative and entrepreneurial spirit
the 1962 Ford
that resides in every one of us. Special
Mustang I Conguest Charlie Rose, talk show host, jourcept Car driven
nalist and co-anchor of “CBS This Mornat Watkins
ing,” served as Master of Ceremonies.
Glen, the 1965
Photo courtesy of the Henry Ford Museum
Lotus-FFord
www.thehenryford.org
“It is a great honor to award the EdisonRace Car that
Ford Medal to Mr. Gurney, whose success and conJim Clark used to win the 1965 Indianapolis 500, and
tributions both on and off the race track have played
the 1967 Ford Mark IV Race Car, used for perhaps
a pivotal role in shaping American auto racing into
his most famous win at the 1967 24 Hours of Lewhat it is today,” said Patricia Mooradian, president
Mans. After winning that race, Gurney famously
of The Henry Ford. “We are very privileged at The
sprayed the crowd with champagne, starting a racing
Henry Ford to be able to share his inspiring story of
tradition.
ingenuity and innovation through our collections with
our visitors every day.”
Dan Gurney is only the
In addition to a number of memorable wins in a variety of racing categories, Gurney established himself
not only as one of racing’s most successful drivers,
but also as an innovative car builder and team owner. Gurney’s wide-ranging curiosity and hands-on
attitude have resulted in a number of innovations
including the downforce-increasing “Gurney flap”
and the “rolling wind tunnel,” built at his race shop,
All American Racers, to test the at-speed aerodynamics of scale models.

second recipient of the
Edison-Ford Medal. Established in 1989 on the
60th anniversary of The
Henry Ford, the medal
was awarded that year
to Dr. W. Edwards Deming, the Father of the
Quality Evolution.
Photo courtesy of the Indianapolis Motor Speedway
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interview requests for John. Just as importantly, he’s provided wise
guidance to Ashley, Courtney, Brittany and Robert, as they have followed John’s example. Elon’s outreach to motorsports-oriented reporters, and well as to those in the mainstream media, has helped produce
a vast amount of news coverage for the sport, Force and his team, and
their corporate partners.”
Werner worked for the NBA’s Dallas Mavericks before joining the Texas Motorplex as PR manager in 1993. He eventually became that
track’s general manager. After positions with several Dallas-based
sports agencies and coordinating media for a number of motorsports
clients, he became John Force Racing’s PR director in 2007.
Significant national media placements have included Courtney Force’s
ESPN The Magazine cover, The Tonight Show with Jay Leno, CBS
Sunday Morning, National Public Radio and virtually every major motorsports publication. Werner also has built JFR’s social media presence.
(L-R) Michael Knight, Elon Werner, John Force
Elon Werner, who directs the publicity and communications for
drag racing’s biggest star John Force and Force’s championship team, today was announced as winner of the 2014 Jim
Chapman Award for excellence in motorsports public relations.
The Chapman Award is considered by many in the industry as
the highest honor in racing public relations. It is named in memory of Chapman, the legendary PR executive and innovator,
who worked with Babe Ruth and was named Indy Car racing’s
“most influential man” of the 1980s. Chapman died in 1996 at
age 80.
The announcement and presentation were made at The Strip at
Las Vegas Motor Speedway before Sunday’s NHRA national
event by Michael Knight, chairman of the selection committee,
and one of Chapman’s closest friends. The award is determined
by a vote of national media members, most of who knew Chapman, and is authorized by the Chapman family. PR representatives from all forms of motorsports are eligible for consideration.
Werner not only works directly with the 16-time NHRA Funny
Car champion, but also Force’s rising-star driver daughters.
Ashley Force Hood twice won the U.S. Nationals before stepping aside to start a family. Courtney Force has won eight Funny Car races while Brittany Force was last year’s top NHRA
rookie in the Top Fuel class. Robert Hight, Force’s son-in-law,
was the 2009 Funny Car titlist.
“Elon’s work in developing successful relationships with the media is reminiscent of Jim Chapman and so this honor is most
appropriate,” said Knight, the longtime journalist/publicist and
award rights-holder.
“Jim set the ultimate standard of professionalism, class and dignity. He knew that building good one-on-one professional relationships with journalists was important in good times and
absolutely essential in bad times. That’s too often missing today
in a communications age where an E-mail or text message or
over-reliance on social media is incorrectly considered ‘relationship-building.’ Jim was a true ‘people person’ and knew nothing
could replace a handshake, a face-to-face conversation, or the
sound of another person’s voice.
“John Force has been NHRA’s greatest cheerleader for decades, working to create new fans and new customers for his
sponsors. Elon has done more than coordinate the numerous

With longtime Force publicist Dave Densmore the 2007 Chapman
Award winner, this is the first time that the honor has been earned by
two people from the same racing organization.
Knight also announced that, as has happened before, the selection
committee has chosen two equally-deserving Chapman Award recipients this year. Announcement and presentation of that person will be
made next weekend at Phoenix International Raceway.
Established in 1991 by media and publicists within the CART series,
the Chapman Award originally focused on achievement in CART. After
a hiatus of several years, the award was resumed in 2004, with eligibility expanded to anyone working in racing PR.
Chapman started as sports editor or managing editor of several Southern newspapers before joining the New York Times. He served in the
U.S. Air Force during World War II. He entered the PR business in
1946, as regional PR director for Ford Motor Co. in Detroit.
Soon thereafter, Chapman hired Babe Ruth as consultant to the automaker’s sponsorship of American Legion Junior Baseball. They traveled together for more than two years for personal appearances and
became close friends. Chapman was one of only three friends at Ruth’s
bedside when he died in August 1948 and then officially announced
Ruth’s death to the press corps that had maintained an around-the
clock vigil at New York’s Memorial Hospital.
Chapman proudly showcased several photos of Ruth in his office. One
was inscribed: "To a pal that is a pal." Chapman also displayed a
framed letter, written on Ruth's personal stationery from Memorial Hospital, dated July 13, 1948, inviting him to the July 26 premier of the film,
The Babe Ruth Story. That letter read, in part, "That evening would not
be complete without your being my guest. To you, Jimmy, I say you
must be with me that evening."
In 1950, Chapman left Ford to start his own PR firm. One of his first clients was Avis founder Warren Avis. Chapman devoted much of his
time to financial PR, which he once called his “favorite form of PR,” and
helped companies get recognition among analysts and even gain admission to the New York and American stock exchanges.
Chapman’s first venture into motorsports was in 1951, when he joined
with NASCAR founder Bill France to promote the Motor City 250. The
race was part of Detroit’s 250th birthday celebration, a Chapman client.
In 1967, Chapman entered Indy Car racing with client Ozzie Olson’s
Olsonite sponsorship of Dan Gurney’s team, which later featured Bobby Unser as driver.
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John Force Racing’s Elon Werner Wins
2014 Jim Chapman Award for
Excellence in Motorsports PR

Chapman also directed Olsonite’s sponsorship of the Driver of
the Year award. He orchestrated all the details, including the
media panel voting, and an annual luncheon at New York City’s
famed ‘21’ Club. That gathering was considered so prestigious it
was routinely attended by leaders of all the major U.S. sanctioning organizations regardless of what series the Driver of the
Year competed in.
Chapman’s greatest professional acclaim came from 1981
1992, as director of CART series sponsor PPG Industries’ program. Chapman was instrumental in raising PPG’s prize fund
from $250,000 to more than $3.75 million at the time of his retirement in February 1993. The all-female PPG Pace Car Driving Team was another Chapman innovation, as were the PPG
Editors’ Days, when he brought business and feature writers to
the tracks for lunch, pace car rides, and driver interviews.

JIM CHAPMAN AWARD HONOREES:
1991 – Michael Knight
1992 – Tom Blattler
1993-94 – Deke Houlgate and Hank Ives
1995 – Kathi Lauterbach
1996 – Marc Spiegel
1997 – Mike Zizzo
1998 – Tamy Valkosky
1999 -- Carol Wilkins
2000-2003 – (Award not presented)
2004 – Doug Stokes
2005 – Susan Arnold
2006 – Kevin Kennedy
2007 – Dave Densmore and Bob Carlson
2008 – Judy Stropus
2009 – (Award not presented)
2010 -- Jim Hunter
2011 -- Bill York
2012 -- Judy Kouba Dominick and Nancy Wager
2013 -- Anne Fornoro
2014 -- Elon Werner and TBA.
CONTACT:
Michael Knight, 480-661-5240 (office)
or 602-315-3900 (cell).
E-mail: SpinDoctor500@aol.com
Twitter: @SpinDoctor500
Photos of Jim Chapman available upon request.

In 1982, Chapman negotiated a landmark sponsorship for PPG
with then- Indianapolis Motor Speedway President Joe Cloutier,
which formally made the Indy 500 a points-paying event in the
PPG Indy Car World Series, an arrangement that continued
through the 1995 season. “That was one of the most satisfying
moments of my career,” Chapman recalled. “Roger Penske,
among others, told me it was the best thing that had ever happened to CART.” In addition to a major contribution to the prize
fund, PPG later became sponsor of the $100,000 Indy 500 pole
award, and paid a special winner’s bonus in the early years of
NASCAR’s Brickyard 400.
“With Jim, when he says ‘jump,’ we just ask ‘how high?,” Indy
500 winner and PPG Cup champion Al Unser Jr. said on behalf
of his fellow drivers. “And we do it right then.”
Indy Car Racing magazine named Chapman the sport’s “most
influential” man of the 1980s, saying he turned “a public relations assignment into an art form.” After his retirement, Chapman continued to consult PPG, and agreed to Mario Andretti’s
personal request that he serve as honorary chairman of Andretti’s “Arrivederci, Mario” farewell tour in 1994.
Chapman's professional achievements earned him vast recognition. The mayors of Detroit and Long Beach, Calif., presented
him proclamations and the key to each city. In 1993, Indiana
Gov. Evan Bayh named him Sagamore of the Wabash, the
state's highest honor. He served as president and/or director of
more than 30 Michigan and Detroit-area civic and charitable organizations. Chapman became active in the civil rights movement in the 1950s and represented the Detroit Urban League
and United Negro College Fund in several controversial situations. He admitted to shedding "buckets of tears of joy" when
Willy T. Ribbs became the first African-American driver to qualify for the Indy 500 in 1991.
“The true honor of this award is not the plaque,” Knight concluded. “The true honor is having your name forever associated with
that of the great James P. Chapman.”

Artwork By Robert Rampton
Driver “terrible” Teddy Tetzlaff together with riding mechanic
Domenich Basso, thunder across the saline speedway at Salduro in
August 1914 in the powerful Blitzen Benz. Little did the men realize
that they had officiated the start of land speed racing on the
Bonneville Salt Flats. Tetzlaff recorded a world record speed of
142MPH, but outside forces hijacked the achievement using a twisted
publicity with such blatant disregard for the AAA Contest Board
authority (in charge of all things motorsport at the time) that the
sanction for the speed trial was revoked. The ensuing scandal made
the geologically perfect place a paraiah for more than two decades
until Ab Jenkins convinced the British speed seekers to try the salty
playa. John Cobb, Capt. George Eyeston frolicked with velocity and
when Malcolm Campbell, driving his enormous “Bluebird” powered
by an aircraft engine rolled out a 300MPH world record, the glorious
evaporated ocean bed became the place where the curious gather to
discover: “How fast will it go?”
The illustration is by celebrated artist and land speed historian
Robert Rampton; he has illustrated all the cars and motorcycles for
Louise Ann Noeth’s upcoming book that chronicles the century of
speed on the Bonneville Salt Flats. Rampton is also author of
“Teddy at the Throttle” an in-depth, comprehensive monograph on
the inaugural 1914 speed trial held on the salt. A restored Benz was
to have opened the 2014 racing season, but a torrential series of
downpours nixed all but two of the 5 planned events.
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“Jim was one of the most innovative and imaginative PR men
ever to grace a pit lane,” said Gurney. “Jim practically invented
most of what is now considered routine sponsor PR work. He
was the first, as far as I know, who thought of putting up a sponsor hospitality tent alongside a racetrack (at the old Riverside
International Raceway), filling it with extravagant race car icesculptures, beautiful food and beautiful people from the business, sports and movie industries. He started an ‘open house’
tradition in Ozzie’s hotel suite in Indianapolis, where journalists
could rub shoulders with John Wayne or (astronaut) Scott Carpenter.”

Jon Edwards Also Wins 2014 Chapman Award

Edwards began as a PR/marketing assistant at North Carolina
Motor Speedway while attending the University of North Carolina in the early 1990s. He joined Performance PR Plus, DuPont
Motorsports’ agency, in 1994, managing PR in several series
and trackside hospitality. In 1999, he was with driver Ricky Craven’s NASCAR team, then began working with Gordon in mid2000 and became an employee of Jeff Gordon, Inc. in 2011.
Edwards received NASCAR’s most valuable PR representative
award in 2003 and 2007.

(L-R) Michael Knight, Jon Edwards, Jeff Gordon
Photo courtesy Nigel Kinrade

Just in Time for Christmas

Jon Edwards, who has been media representative for
four-time NASCAR champion Jeff Gordon for almost 15
years, was announced as winner of the 2014 Jim Chapman Award for excellence in motorsports public relations.
The announcement and presentation were made at
Phoenix International Raceway by Michael Knight, chairman of the selection committee, and one of Chapman’s
closest friends. The award is determined by a vote of
national media members, most of who knew Chapman,
and is authorized by the Chapman family. PR representatives from all forms of motorsports are eligible for consideration.
As has happened before, the selection committee chose
two equally-deserving Chapman Award recipients this
year. Elon Werner, of John Force Racing, was recognized last weekend at The Strip at Las Vegas Motor
Speedway before the NHRA national event.
“Jeff Gordon is one of the most media friendly athletes in
all of sports and Jon Edwards has played an essential
role in making that happen,” said Knight, the longtime
journalist/publicist and award rights-holder. “Jim Chapman would approve of the committee’s choice because
Jon’s open approach in working with the media parallels
what Jim did with his own roster of legendary clients, including Babe Ruth.
“Jim set the ultimate standard of professionalism, class
and dignity. He knew that building good one-on-one professional relationships with journalists was important in
good times and absolutely essential in bad times. That’s
too often missing today in a communications age where
an E-mail or text message or over-reliance on social media is incorrectly considered ‘relationship-building.’ Jim
was a true ‘people person’ and knew nothing could replace a handshake, a face-to-face conversation, or the
sound of another person’s voice.
“Jeff’s cooperation with the media has not only benefitted
him, his team and corporate sponsors, it has benefitted
NASCAR and all of motorsports. It’s very appropriate to

Costal 181, Reading for Racers, by AARWBA Members
“On Top of the World” - By Larry Moore and Dave Argabright
Across 4 decades Larry Moore – winning, innovation, and a
huge personality. Phenomenal on dirt and an accomplished
pavement racer, he won against the best ARCA ASA and
USAC. Moore tells his own story in a book that is hilarious,
tragic, outrageous, Colorful, revealing, and one of Argabright’s
most entertaining. $29.95
“BEAST” - By Jade Gurss
The top secret Ilmour-Penske Engine that Shocked the Racing
World at The Indy 500. Corporate intrigue, secretive design
work, and covert gamesmanship took center stage at the 1994
Indy 500, when “The Beast,” a 1000 HP new race engine development by Ilmor for Team Penske, was revealed. The engine marked a turning point in American open wheel r acing.
Reads like a spy novel, with behind-the-scenes reporting and
interviews with many of the key players. $29.95
“Did You See That?” - By Joyce Standridge
The drama, joy and sometimes terror that is open-wheel racing,
captured by some of the best photographers in the country and
illuminated by writer and open-wheel expert Joyce Standridge.
Features 465 B&W photos from 1978 to the present at some
two dozen Midwestern tracks, showcasing Midgets, Sprints and
Silver Crown cars. $27.95
“The Milwaukee Modified Era 1959-1973” - By Fr. Dale
Grubba
In the late 1950s and ‘60s, the greatest short-track auto racing
in Wisconsin was I n the Milwaukee area on1.4-mile dirt bullrings like Hales Corners, Cedarburg, Slinger, Beaver Dam, and
State Fair Park. Fr. Grubba chronicles the Milwaukee Stock
Car Club and peak of Milwaukee Modified racing. $24.95
“Sprint Car Showdown” - By Dave Argabright
Third novel in the popular Jimmy Wilson series; covers Jimmy
the Ellison Special through their third and highly eventful season on the USAC trail, thrilling readers with Sprint Car racing in
the 1970s. Familiar cast and some new characters. $24.95
“Let’s Go Racing!” - The Amazing Story of the American
Speed Association - By Rex Robbins with Dave Argabright
ASA was one of the most influential and dynamic racing series
ever. And Rex Robbins, the man who gave it life. The fascinating story of how ASA came about, how it soared to dizzying
heights, and the politics that brought the series’ premature demise. $29.95
Toll Free 1-877-907-8181 www.coastal18l.com
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recognize Jon’s many important contributions to this aspect of
Jeff’s successful career.”

Mickey Thompson Had a “Feel” for Engines
We have some fine writers in AARWBA, and Johnny McDonald is one of them. I was pleased that he
included my long time pal, Mickey Thompson, on
his list of great ones in last month’s Newsletter. It
reminded me that some racers have a “feel” for
their cars. It’s more than a knowledge of cars and
tires and engines and the track, more than an ability to figure out what’s wrong, and to correct it. It’s a
very special thing, and only a few have it.
Mickey Thompson was one of those who had that
very special feel for the machine.
We were at, as I recall, the World 600 a couple of
dozen years ago, courtesy of the Indy Speedway
folks who flew a number of us down there on Saturday morning, then brought us back to Indy in our
own private jet Saturday night before Sunday’s Indy 500. Maybe some of you were there all those
years ago. I was there with Mickey, and also with
Mickey Schaffer and a couple of other AARWBA
pals.
After the World 600, maybe thirty or so of us gathered where we were told and when the bus arrived,
we crawled aboard. The driver pulled out and we
headed for the airport. But soon the engine sputtered and died, the driver pulled over, and for the
next fifteen minutes he tried very hard to get it going again.
Finally the frustrated driver left the bus to walk a
couple of blocks to a pay phone. That’s when Mickey stood up and said “Hey, guys, you want to get
going again?”
Knowing Mickey, I went along with whatever he
had in mind as the others on the bus cheered him
on. Trudy wasn’t with us that day. With everybody
yelling at him to go for it, Mickey strolled to the
front, crawled into the driver’s seat, and just settled
back comfortably. He was smiling, I remember,
when he started talking to the bus. He spoke softly,
quietly, in a very friendly buddy-to-buddy tone of
voice. I was there and I could hear him. He made
no effort to start the engine, he just talked to it.
Finally, smiling broadly, he reached up, patted the
dash, thanked the bus, then he turned to the rest of
us and said, “Let’s go!”
The engine started instantly and I remember how
we all cheered a grinning Mickey Thompson.

Somehow he knew the engine was now ready, and was
going to start quickly.
Mickey drove the bus to where the surprised driver was
waiting at the phone booth for some gas, or for someone
to tell him what to do.
The bus engine didn’t miss a beat and we made it to the
airport with time to spare and back to Indy after a pleasant fight.
You can say what you want about a “flooded engine” or a
“fouled plug” or some other temporary problem, but this
was a busload of guys who were knowledgeable about
engines, writers like you and me who knew about such
things, and not a person on the bus felt it was any more
than Mickey Thompson softly talking to the bus, explaining that we had a schedule to keep; that we had to be
back at Indy that night. And that it was time to go.
And that he would appreciate it if the engine would start.
There are still folks like him around who have a special
“feel” for cars and engines, who don’t think its at all silly
to talk to a car, to tell it what you expect from it, and then
to thank it.
The thing is - and I was there to see it - Mickey had absolutely no doubt that the engine, now happy, would start
for him. And it did.
If you knew Mickey Thompson, you would just believe
like all of us on the bus that evening believed. It was his
soft conversation with the bus that got us to the airport
and back to Indy.
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By Ross R. Olney, Past President, AARWBA

Family, Dads, Racing, and the S.N.Y.R.A.
My Father left this world about a year ago. I watched the date
come up on the calendar, arrive, and then finally pass. My
thoughts became reflective about family, our life together, and
the role racing played.
The story with my Dad is similar to many guys involved in motorsports. Our Fathers introduced us to the sport and ignited a
life-long passion.
Jimmy Reynolds competed behind the wheel in his younger
years. He drove with the Southern New York Racing Association Modifieds at Connecticut's Danbury Racearena during the
1950s. At that time fiberglass helmets and t-shirts were top
safety gear. When my older brother and sister were born, his
paychecks-for-fresh-tires days were put behind him.
Through the years, he continued his association as an
S.N.Y.R.A. club member and sponsor of Kenny Webb. I was
introduced to auto racing during the 1970s and naturally became a Webb fan upon my start.
The Racearena ran its last race in 1981. A shopping mall now
stands on the foundation where so many racing memories were
made and racing lives began. Auto racing is a path I continue to
travel down to this day. By no exaggeration, my life was shaped
by attending Saturday night stock car racing in Danbury.
My father and I had some great highs and great lows in life together. During his funeral service last year I said I made a personal choice to keep only the good memories and let go of the
bad ones. Our time of going to the races together, in particularly
the ones in Danbury, fell under the category of "good ones" to
keep.
Shortly after my Dad died, an acquaintance spoke to me about
the time he lost his Father. He now wears his Father's wedding
ring on his right hand. He takes his Father's birthday off every
year and spends that day with his children. They participate in
some activity while remembering his Dad. I liked his idea and
wanted to follow suit with my own.
Unknown to my daughter Colleen, were those thoughts about
the one-year mark of my Dad's passing. Yet with the date getting closer, she unexpectedly came up with the idea for a Daddy-Daughter road trip. Colleen asked to go to a Modified race
and stay in a hotel. Being a road trip type of guy, enjoying
spending every moment I can with her, and having a passion for
Modified racing, I loved her idea. For my nine-year-old to think
of traveling to a Modified race on her own speaks quite a bit
about the atmosphere that she is being raised in.
I looked at the scheduled Modified races for the remainder of
the year and chose one that would fit our needs, a NASCAR
Whelen Southern Modified Tour event in South Boston, VA. The
track is about two-and-a-half hours away from our home and
was presenting a two-division program. Both the drive and race
schedule were not too long, not too short, but just right.
However when race day arrived, the weather forecast predicted
a strong chance of rain. After studying various meteorological
reports, we disappointingly-but we felt wisely- decided to postpone our trip.

Our new excursion plan landed exactly on the one-year date my Dad,
Colleen's Grandfather, had died. Mother Nature actually had a better
idea for us all along.
So coincidentally one year to the day of Dad's passing, my daughter
and I set sail on our first road trip together. We were blessed with a
beautiful late summer day. The highway ride was smooth. Our hotel
was very nice. We had a chance to browse some local stores in the afternoon before heading over to the track. I thought about my Dad again
and hoped I was creating more "good ones" for Colleen to keep.
We shared quality time at the race track. Colleen sampled the hamburgers and popcorn, and of course enjoyed shopping at the souvenir
trailers. I liked saying hello and chatting with friends during the on-track
Modified autograph session.
When Southern National's racing began, we watched Vintage Car races with several classes grouped together. A few of the Modified cars
from decades ago were reminiscent of my father's era of motorsports
driving with the S.N.Y.R.A.
The Modified Tour feature later that evening was a 150 lap distance
and provided some close action that Burt Myers won. The Myers family
has a long established generational history in North Carolina and NASCAR racing. Their family ties brought my thoughts- again- back to my
Dad and how common it is for families to be involved with racing.
As sometimes life will line up, the one-year mark of my Father's passing
was a page right out of his life and a good way to remember him. My
daughter and I spent the evening at a Modified race in North Carolina.
The next day, the S.N.Y.R.A. held the group's annual reunion in Connecticut. I wondered who amongst his old friends were there, sharing a
story or two. These were the activities he enjoyed and the people he
enjoyed being around, just how he liked it.
I think Dad would've been happy.
Patrick Reynolds is a former professional NASCAR mechanic who
hosts Motor Week LIVE! Mondays 7pm ET/ 4pm PT on
www.racersreunionradio.com

To our chagrin, the forecast proved quite incorrect and the
South Boston race went green under a wonderful blue-skied
sunset. Bummed, yet accepting, we planned ahead to the following week at Southern National Motorsports Park in North
Carolina, the next stop of the Southern Modified Tour.
That race was three hours away and also consisted of a twodivision program. Much like South Boston, Southern National
fell within the outline which would qualify for a good road trip
with Colleen.
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By Patrick Reynolds for www.motorweeklive.com

Your AARWBA Leadership Team

Vice President Kathy Seymour
Photographer, Racing Information
Service RIS-News.com
kathysey@hotmail.com

Presented for “Excellence in Automotive Historical Research,” the entry entitled "Counting Down to a Century
of Speed" appeared in the October 2013 issue of the
GoodGuys Gazette. The 18-page feature encapsulates
100 years of land speed racing on the Bonneville Salt
Flats in Utah.
“One judge commented about the possibility of expanding the article into a full length book,” explained Bob Ewing, Chairman, Valentine Award committee, “ 'I would
look forward to seeing something along those lines on
the shelves.' Another judge commented the entry had
'considerable value in a number of ways,' but also felt it
could have been edited better, and that the lack of captions on some photos left him wondering which vehicle
was which."
Noeth, an acknowledged expert
on the subject matter, was
equally grateful for the award as
well as the critical remarks.
“A new book is underway!” said
author Noeth. “One judge, a retired college professor, said that
there should have been more detail into how the research into the article was done. As a street urchin who
learned her craft through the tender mercies of thoughtful, yet tough university-trained editors through the years,
I don’t automatically think about creating a bibliography
when hunting down historical facts – but I will now.”
The Valentine Memorial Award is named for the late J.H.
Valentine, at one time the recognized authority of automobiles built in Los Angeles. Valentine devoted his life to
accurately compiling nearly insignificant data on early
automobiles one by one. With no chance of personal
wealth, he ensured that future historians would have a
large quantity of priceless material. The Valentine Award
honors authors whose automotive historical research is
linked to people and events in California,
but does not preclude significant historical milestones
anywhere in the world.
Noeth was first honored in 2002 by the SAH SoCal
Chapter, winning the Valentine for her book "Bonneville
Salt Flats." She has repeatedly earned additional honors
through the years for her historical work.
Here is a link to the 2014 Valentine Award winning article: http://www.landspeedproductions.biz/wpcontent/uploads/BSF100.pdf

Treasurer Rhonda Williams
Journalist - Williams Report
rhonda49@gmail.com
Midwest Vice President Nick Dettmann
Sports writer, West Bend Daily News
stary_night1982@hotmail.com

Southern Vice President Joe Jennings
Photo-journalist, Midwest Racing News
jjennings500@hotmail.com

Eastern Vice President John Bryant
Journalist - Nazareth-Racecam
jb@nazareth-race-cam.com
Western Vice President Ray Sotero
Motorsports Columnist, Gannett News
Service
raysotero@yahoo.com
Secretary Patrick Reynolds
Writer, Motor Week Live
reynol945windstream.net
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The Southern California Chapter of the Society of Automotive Historians named “LandSpeed” Louise Ann Noeth
the winner of the 2014 James Valentine Memorial Award
in the periodicals category.

President & Executive Director Norma "Dusty" Brandel
Women's Editor, Racing Information
Service -Photo-Journalist,
RIS-News.com
Dusty@aarwba.org

American Auto Racing Writers & Broadcasters Association Inc.
922 North Pass Avenue, Burbank, CA 91505-2703
Phone: 818-842-7005
FAX: 818-842-7020
"Dedicated To Increasing Media Coverage of Motor Sports"
The AARWBA is the oldest and largest professional organization of its kind. Founded in 1955 in
Indianapolis, it has grown to more than 400 members throughout the United States, Canada and Europe.
Each year the AARWBA members select a 14-driver All America Team from Open Wheel, Stock Car, Sports
Car, Drag Racing, Short Track, Touring Series and At Large championship categories. An annual banquet is
held to honor these drivers each January. AARWBA also sponsors several contests for its members and
established the “Legends in Racing” auto racing hall of fame.
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PROFESSIONAL INFORMATION
Name:

Date:

Company:
Title:
Business Address:
City:

State:

ZIP Code:

Phone:

E-mail:

FAX:

PERSONAL INFORMATION
Home address:
City:

State:

ZIP Code:

Phone:

E-Mail:

FAX:

Preferred Mailing Address:

HOME

OFFICE

(Please note that our newsletter, “ImPRESSions”, is sent via e-mail)

Preferred E-Mail Address For Newsletter:
MEMBERSHIP LEVEL
Media Professional ($45.00)
Signature of applicant:

Affiliate Member ($65.00)

Associate / Corporate ($300.00)
Date:

Active Media Member
Applicants for active media membership status must submit the following materials to the membership committee for consideration.
Materials must be submitted with your check.
ü A fully executed membership application. (This information will appear in the membership directory
unless you specify otherwise. Attach a note to this application if necessary.)
Your
ü Two 1" x 1.5" head shot pictures for use in the directory and for an I.D. badge.
ü Tear sheets or samples of work as follows:
Photo
§
Two published articles on the subject of auto racing in a publication of general
Should
circulation within the past year.
§
Photographs on auto racing appearing in two publications of general circulation or two
Be This
separate times in one publication, within the past year.
Size
§
One video or audio tape of any race broadcast where spectators attended and exhibited
the applicant's work within the past year.
§
One book on the subject of auto racing within the past year or three books on the
subject of auto racing, or one book contracted from any trade publisher for a book on auto racing
Affiliate Member
Open to public relations, team representatives, motorsports advertising personnel. Full voting rights and privileges except to hold office.
Associate/Corporate Membership
Open to any person, regardless of affiliation or professional orientation, who is interested in furthering the aims of the American Auto
Racing Writers & Broadcasters Association and/or motorsports in general. Corporate membership is Limited to three (3) non-voting
memberships for the $300 fee.

Mail completed application, photos, and your check to the address shown above.
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